
8 Strategies to Improve School Culture

Having a healthy relationship with peers and teachers is essential for students' overall

school experience. With camaraderie and trust among the people they encounter on

campus, your school will be an exciting place for them to be in each day. In other words,

a positive school culture will make the campus like a second home to students—a place

where they can feel that they belong and be comfortable.

So, if you want your students to have that kind of campus life, start devising a business

plan to improve your school's culture. We can help you with that by showing you eight

effective strategies.

Promote Social Diversity

A school with students from different ethnicities implies that it's a place where everyone

is welcome. Yes, having a welcoming culture in your school will make the bond among

students strong, regardless of their race, nationality, sexuality, and religion. Social

diversity is also linked to better productivity in working groups. Well, our analysis

suggests that the different backgrounds of people in a diverse group enable them to

generate and combine better ideas.

Moreover, embracing diversity gives the impression that the education your school

delivers is open for anyone. Plus, if your school welcomes kids from other

demographics, it helps increase your student enrollment rate.

Set Policies That Can Build Values

To achieve a healthy school culture, you need to control the actions of some students.

How? Well, by setting policies that prompt them to build better values. As a school

owner or administrator, it's your responsibility to implement a checklist of rules that

prevent unethical actions. Particularly, bullying is the one thing that your school

shouldn't tolerate. Such unacceptable action can spark unwanted conflicts among

students. Thus, ruining a positive school culture.

Your school must always advocate good values and proper conduct to its students. Yes,

it sounds basic, but it's an important component in having a safe campus. So, always

impose appropriate disciplinary actions on students who commit unruly behaviors.
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Train Teachers to be More Approachable

According to an article on We Are Teachers' website, 75% of students consider their

teachers as their role models and mentors. If students see their teachers that way, it's an

implication that they have a strong relationship. A good student-teacher relationship is

one of the ingredients of positive school culture. However, your school won't achieve

that if it has intimidating teachers. That said, you have to train your faculty to be more

approachable. Remind them that showing their friendly side will make students feel

comfortable during their classes.

Teachers should be more of a friend to students. In doing so, they'll have open

communication with them. Open communication enables teachers to know their

students on a more intimate level. And if they know their students well enough, they can

adopt a personalized teaching method effectively.

Implement Collaboration

Collaboration among students is one way of building camaraderie. Your private school

must encourage collaboration during classroom activities to bring students together and

learn as one. They're part of one school and class; they study the same lessons and

attend lectures under the same teachers. So, why not let them work collaboratively to

achieve better academic results.

Numerous studies suggest that implementing group activities will help the students'

learning process. In our assessment, we see the encouragement of collaboration as a way

to season the students' social skills. So, you should make collaboration a norm in your

school's teaching standards.

Integrate Innovative Learning Methods

Let's face it; traditional learning methods can sometimes make students uninterested.

And to some students, they're unengaging. If that's the case, your students will not have

the enthusiasm to attend school. And remember, enthusiasm among students is vital in

achieving an improved school culture. So, if your school has enough funding or budget,

you should consider integrating innovative learning methods.
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An excellent approach would be using digital learning apps to make classes fun and

interactive. Some schools in other countries are letting their students use tablets instead

of pen and paper. The results are as expected. Their students manifested greater interest

in their lessons, and they had fun doing so. There are many ways you can innovate the

learning methods of your school, aside from tablets. Just do research together with your

educators and co-administrators, and find the best possible approach for this matter.

Acknowledge Student Excellence

Acknowledging the excellent academic performance of students is one way to promote a

positive culture. It gives students a feeling of fulfillment and can boost their morale.

Recognizing their achievements will motivate them to continue doing good work.

Ultimately, this will promote a culture among students to excel academically. But, the

one thing you should never do is to make their education a competition. It can ruin their

camaraderie, and the culture of collaboration will be lost.

Invite Students to Partake in Extracurricular

Activities

Encouraging students to pursue their talents is a good strategy in establishing a great

school culture. So, give them a proposal to partake in an extracurricular activity of their

interest. For example, if a student is adept in science, let him or her join the school's

science club. Another example, if a student has athletic potential, encourage him or her

to join the school's varsity teams.

Aside from enabling them to hone their best skill, prompting them to partake in

extracurricular activities will allow them to meet other students outside of their

classroom. That helps students to have a bigger social circle on campus.
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Encourage Students to Support the School's Varsity

Teams

Your school's varsity teams need the full support of their schoolmates to help them win

tournaments. That said, you should encourage students to watch inter-school sports

matches and show their school spirit. If you watch live games of inter-school games on

TV, you can see how passionate student spectators are for their school to win. Now, if

you can imagine your students doing the same thing, isn't it a fulfilling sight? Seeing

them wearing the school's colors and flaunting its logo with pride while they cheer the

team is such a manifestation of strong school culture. Plus, it brings them together and

strengthens their unity.

Starting a school culture that optimizes student experience requires a lot of planning,

just like formulating marketing strategies. But, once achieved, your school will become a

reputable educational establishment. In the long run, more students will enroll in your

campus to have a fruitful academic journey.
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